In recent years, it has been established that several physical quantities describing random systems do not obey the conventional scaling laws. Prominent examples are the growth probabilities of diffusion limited aggregation (for reviews see [I) ), the voltage drops in random resistor networks [2] , the energy dissipation in turbulence [3] , the invariant measure of strange attractors in chaotic dynamical systems [4] , and the probability density of random walks on random fractals [5] . All [7] . Below the mobility edge, the wave functions decay exponentially.
For the one-dimensional
Anderson model it is known that different moments of the wave functions decay with nontrivial powers of e [3, 8] . (7) into Eq. (6), and using steepest descents, we find the saddle point at
with a single localization length A, (or 
where ter(l~r)dl is the average of Nt(r)/N" for a range dl near i. The normalized function p(l~r) is believed to be a scaling function of the variable r/l', for which a good approximation is [15, 16] where N, is the number of sites i at a distance r from the center of the fracton. If the sum in Eq. (4) [20] essentially averaged In@;, and confirmed that (In@;)-r '", as in our Eq. (12) , and as predicted previously [10] . In contrast, de (10a) or (11) and Ref. [10] . Such a result may be attributable to their limited range of r, as discussed above.
One moral of the present discussion is that both l* and r* depend on q, so that one can change the borders of the above available range by looking at different moments.
In summary, we have sho~n that the amplitudes of vibrational eigenmodes on percolation clusters at criticality display novel multifractal features. More data at high q would thus be most welcome to check the predicted crossover for q ) q, . We have also shown that the distribution of y; (I,ro) exhibits some nontrivial features, which deserve further study. Particularly, our data indicate a finite maximal localization length X, on each fracton. 
